Enhanced Performance of All-Optical Network Shared-Paths Protection.
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ABSTRACTS
This research work investigated the survivability (protection and restoration) for supporting multicast services, against multi and double link failures in the optical domain of the wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) mesh networks and proposed a new algorithm called improved shared-path protection(ISPP) to completely tolerate failures. The work presented some ways for optimizing design of network protection for analysing blocking probabilities of the all-optical networks. A two-stage greenfield optical network design optimiser was developed, based on the shortest path algorithms and a comparatively new matheuristic called simulated allocation. It was able to handle design of all-optical mesh networks with optical cross-connects considering ducts, fibre and node costs for designing protected networks.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to increasing demand of services from network operators and owing to poor planning operations, there are bound to have network failures often such as call-drops, interferences, partial or total loss of data and others as always complained by network users [1]. This research is focused on protecting network from link or path failures and blocking probabilities of optical fibre network system. The work was to improve on the removal of link failures by providing the necessary infrastructural development of nodes, links, switches and also the development of the primary paths, backup paths and disjointed links. This would apply wavelength of various values to different links and an algorithm was made to achieve the ideal network protections [2]. A simulation of the dynamic network environment was applied to automatically switch from one path to the other when any path fails. Nodes were developed and analysed with corresponding links. Primary and Back-up paths were also developed to share mixed wavelength links. Similarly, some mixed backup links were transformed into primary links during bottleneck situations. The basis of this arrangement is for easy sharing of resources by network links to prevent failures and then improve the overall performance operations of the network [3] for the net generation.
It is very critical in network operations when links fail due to congestions, hence the high demand of the numerous services make it imperative that the network must be expanded. In order to expand the network for proper and smooth usage, procedures must be followed which are either to replace the existing fibre core by increasing the bandwidth which implies that the old one has to be abandoned and replaced with new core of higher bandwidth [4]. This has the disadvantage of high cost. The
second and better option is the provision of facilities to expand the link/path without incurring the cost of replacing with new cores. To achieve this, the paths and links were created with the incorporation of wavelengths of various values and optical carrier group of various values. This is assisted by the (Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) and Synchronous Digital Hierachy (SDH) families [5].

**Operational Principles**

The simple algorithm is that each request is directed to a primary path and towards disjointed links (backup link) [6]. Such that if one failure link is on the primary path and another failure link is on the first backup path then there is still an available backup path to carry the traffic. The simple plan of the proposed system is to allow two backup paths to share same wavelength [7]. Thus; fig.1.1, illustrates the switching system link where $P_n$, $b_{n1}$ and $b_{n2}$ denote the primary path, first backup path, and second backup path for connection request $n$, respectively. It is assumed that each connection requires the bandwidth of one wavelength channel, the network node has the full wavelength conversion capacity, and each fiber link is bi-directional [8]. Three kinds of wavelength links are defined for this purpose: (1), Primary wavelength-links that are used by primary path; (2), Backup wavelength-links that are used and shared by backup paths; (3), mixed wavelength-links that are used and shared by primary and backup paths. In this Shared Path Protection (SPP), the backup wavelength-link $w_2$ on link “k” needs to be assigned to the backup paths $b_{11}^2$, and the backup wavelength-link $w_3$ on link $j$ needs to be assigned to the backup path $b_{11}^1$. However, the backup wavelength $w_2$ and $w_3$ are redundant, because $b_{11}^1$ can share the primary wavelength-link $w_0$ on link $j$ used by the primary path $p_0$, and $b_{11}^2$ can share the primary wavelength-link $w_0$ on link $k$ used by the primary path $p_0$. The reason for this is that the links traversed by $p_1$ are all traversed by $p_0$, so that if $p_1$ fails, $p_0$ must fail simultaneously [9]. If the cut of links $x$ and $j$ leads to the failures of $p_0$ and $p_1$, the primary wavelength-link $w_0$ on link $k$ used by $p_1$ can be released, so that $w_0$ is now free and it can be re-used by $b_{11}^2$. Then, the redundant backup wavelength-link $w_2$ can be saved. Since $w_0$ can be used (or shared) by primary path $p_1$ and backup path $b_{11}^2$, it can be changed to the mixed wavelength-link. Based on the same principle, the primary wavelength-link $w_2$ on link $j$ also can be changed to the mixed wavelength-link and can be shared by $b_{11}^1$, and then the redundant backup wavelength-link $w_0$ also can be saved [10]. In this work, the protection algorithm allowing the primary and backup paths to share the mixed wavelength-link is to be improved in shared-path protection (SPP), [11].
Fig. 1: Wavelength Assignment of SPP

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology
With the advent of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology, more number of wavelengths per fiber (≥ 100) is accommodated with each wavelength operating at the rate of at least 10Gbps [12]. An optical switch capacitate signals in optical fibers or integrated optical circuits to be selectively switched from one circuit to another, which is the basic underlying principle of telecom applications. Photonic switches are the systems that perform and control switching of light, unconstrained of how the light itself is switched. A significant portion of the optical switches in use are made up of photonic switches.

In optical communication networks, an optical coupler enables signals in optical fibers or integrated optical circuits (IOCs) to be selectively coupled from one path to another or one circuit to another [13]. The Optical Switch is a unit that actually switches light between two adjacent waveguides, which also performs switching by exploiting nonlinear material properties to propagate light. Any generic fiber optic data link, transport and provide the optical data through the fiber optic components based systems only. Generally, a fiber optic data link divides into three basic operations as;

| Electrical to Optical (E - O Converter) | Fiber | Optical - Electrical (O - E Converter) |

Fig. 2: A block diagram of an E – O – E optical communication link.

Intra-light Emitting Signal Conversors
Primarily, an optic fibre communication system is made up of a transmitting device that converts an electrical energy into light signal and then an optical fibre cable that carry the signals, [14] and the receiver that converts the light signal back into electrical signal as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 2. The schematic diagram is shown in fig. 3 below.
The requisite conversion must be achieved in such a way, that original electrical signal remains at the input and output port. However this needs the networks to go through the process of conversion from and vice versa. Therefore to avoid this conversion that wastes much power consumption and slows the speed of signals, there is the need of inserting all optical components which do not have any need of conversions [15]. Hence, Optical couplers are important components, which are very much required in optical networks or communication links for their day to day operations and various applications. With the advent of multimedia and scientific computing, there is an exponential growth in bandwidth demand raised by many users possessing the internet connections, this has great impact for their use particularly in military and in academic communities [16]. Therefore WDM technology based all-optical mesh networks have been in use to adjust the Internet’s ever growing bandwidth demand. Internet backbones are proven to be much capable in terms of efficiency and reliability [17]. In telecom applications, an optical coupler can be used for selective coupling from one circuit to another in optical fibers or integrated optical circuits (IOCs). In present scenario, electronic coupling is more popular between fiber transponders. Photonic couplers perform this function by physical coupling of light signals among the fibers, independent of how the

Fig. 3, schematic diagram of optic fibre communications system
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light itself is coupled. All-optical coupling devices in principle are capable of performing the same functions as electronic coupling devices, e.g. guide the signal flow in an optical network as desired and constitute the basic component of the optical computational systems [18]. The capability of transmitting large amounts of information over long distances at nearly the speed of light and without any significant loss of data or interference has made optical fibers perfect choice to use in modern communication systems. In O-E-O devices, the conversion of optical to electrical and vice versa requires extra power and generates unavoidable extra heat, which put great impact on the device cost, if the conversion has to take place quickly or many times. Besides, it is almost impossible for electronic conversion circuitry to keep pace with very high speed optical data transfer, creating a bottleneck situation and thus decreasing the overall efficiency of optical links and communication channels [19]. The guidance of the signals in all - optical domain improves the efficiency of a communication system exponentially.

Probabilistic Modelling with Independent Link-Load Assumption

An approximate analytical model is developed for a fixed-path (deterministic) routed network with an arbitrary topology, both with wavelength conversion. This model is then used along with simulations to study the performance of three examples of networks: the nonblocking centralized switch, and the ring network and the shared-path link. The traffic loads and the wavelength occupancy probabilities on the links are both assumed to be independent. A wavelength assignment strategy is employed in which a lightpath is assigned a wavelength at random from among the available wavelengths in the path. The blocking probability of the lightpaths is used to study the performance of the network. The benefits of wavelength conversion are found to be modest in the nonblocking centralized switch and the ring: however, wavelength conversion is found to significantly improve the performance of a large two-dimensional-torus network. First, we considered the case when there is no wavelength conversion in the network. In this case, a connection request is blocked when there is no wavelength available on every link of the path. The approach in [20] determined the conditional probability that \( k \) wavelength are available for a connection on a two-hop path and extends the analysis for an \( n \) hop path. Let \( W \) be the number of wavelengths per fiber, \( T \) be the average duration of a connection, and \( \lambda \) be the arrival rate on the \( i \)th link of the path \( L \), the average offered load on the \( i \)th link of the path is then given as \( \lambda_i = \lambda T \). Let \( P_{k}^{(i)} \) be the probability that \( k \) wavelengths are used on the \( i \)th link of the path. Assuming Poisson arrivals on the link and exponential holding times, we have

\[
P_{k}^{(i)} = \frac{(\lambda_i T)^k}{k!} P_{0}^{(i)} = \frac{e^{-\lambda_i T} \lambda_i^k}{k!} \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} \frac{1}{i!}
\]

For a connection requiring a single hop, the blocking probability is equal to \( P_{0}^{(i)} \), the probability that all \( W \) wavelengths are busy on the link connecting source and destination. Let \( q_k^{(a)} \) be the probability that there are \( k \) “busy” wavelengths over the first \( n \) hops of the path. For a one-hop connection, we have \( q_k^{(1)} \). For a two-hop path the conditional probability that there are \( k \) wavelengths available for a connection, given that \( n_a \) and \( n_b \) wavelengths are free on links \( a \) and \( b \) (assuming that the distributions of assigned wavelengths at links \( a \) and \( b \) are mutually independent) is

\[
R(k/n_a n_b) = \frac{\binom{n_a}{k} \binom{n_b}{n_a-k} \binom{W-n_a-n_b}{n_b}}{\binom{W}{n_b}}
\]

If \( \max(0,n_a + n_b - W) \leq k \leq \min(n_a,n_b) \) and is equal to zero. Then, using this
conditional probability, the distribution of “busy” wavelengths over the-hop path follows as:

\[
q_k^{(n)} = \sum_{i=0}^{W} \sum_{j=0}^{W} R(W - k/W - i) P_1^{(1)} P_2^{(2)}
\] (3)

The blocking probability for the two-hop connection is thus \( P^{(2)} = q_w^{(2)} \). Hence, for a \( n \)-hop path, we have (using recursion).

\[
q_k^{(n)} = \sum_{i=0}^{W} \sum_{j=0}^{W} R(W - kW - i) W - jW(n-1)P_j(n)
\] (4)

and

\[
p^{(n)} = q_w^{(n)}
\] (5)

Next, we considered, a case when wavelength conversion is available in the network. Noting that a lightpath is blocked only when one or more links on the path have all of their wavelength occupied. Thus the blocking probability for an \( n \)-hop connection equals

\[
p^{(n)} = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \pi (1 - P_w^{(i)})
\] (6)

The above analysis (for the path blocking probabilities) assumes that the link-loads along the path are already known [21]. However, in practice, it is the traffic matrix (which represents the offered load between a pair of stations), which is usually known and not the link-loads. For a network with wavelength conversion, the arrival process on links is independent of the number of the connections carried by the link (assuming independent link-loads) [22]. Thus, the arrivals on the link can be considered to be Poisson arrivals, and the number of occupied wavelengths can be represented by the distribution given in Eqn.(1). The network blocking probabilities can be obtained by solving the set of coupled nonlinear equations called Exlang’s map. It is shown that this set of equations have a unique solution for the network with wavelength conversion. The authors provide an iterative procedure to solve these equations and compute the blocking probability for the network without wavelength conversion but that is outside the scope of this work.

Fig. 4: A wavelength converter based on nonlinear wave-mixing effects.
RESULTS ANALYSIS

As mentioned above, the availability of full wavelength conversion simplifies the management of the network – the wavelength assignment algorithm in such a way that network becomes simpler because all the wavelengths can be treated equivalently, and wavelengths used on successive links along a path can be independent of one another [23]. However, the benefits of wavelength conversion in rendering blocking and improving other performance metrics are not near as universal or apparent. While full wavelength conversion eliminates the wavelength-continuity constraint, the actual performance benefits available in a typical network are found to depend on factors such as connectivity and traffic load. Efforts have been made to quantify these benefits in typical networks using analytical models and simulations [24]. The wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology is widely used to cope with the ever rapidly increasing bandwidth demands. This is because the survivability of the optical connections or switching has grown into an issue of greatest importance for wavelength division multiplexing network especially in the area of all-optical (O - O - O) networks.

Modern optical networks are complex systems designed according to a layered approach. Several protocols can be stacked one over the other in various combinations [25]. It has become a universally accepted concept that the WDM optical layer must behave as a common platform able to carry all the possible protocol combinations. The WDM is standardized as circuit-switching oriented multiprotocol transport level. This refers to its ability of transparently supporting many different upper layers protocol stacks. So its main task is high connectivity and bandwidth provisioning to electronic layers in a client – server relationship.

The provisioning service offered by the WDM consists of setting up optical point-to-point circuits or lightpath in order to fulfill requests of a point-to-point connection issued by the upper layers. A lightpath is set up by reserving to the virtual connection a sequence of WDM channels linking the source to the destination node throughout the optical network. Each lightpath carries a high bit-rate digital stream [26]. It is added and dropped by electronic optical devices interfacing the WDM layer to the higher electronic layers which is transparently switched by each WDM switching device it crosses along its path. WDM switching is performed either by optical add-drop multiplexes (OADM) or by optical cross-connects (OXC) according to the network type which ring or mesh is under considerations in this work.
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